**PRODUCT DETAILS**

The SAPS guardrail for concrete applications attaches to an embedded anchor and provides a 5000 lb point of tie-off. The 42 inch and 60 inch models meet OSHA height requirements.

Made in the United States with heavy-duty steel, this guardrail system can be reused time over time. Installs in under a minute without the need for any tools.

**FEATURES**

- Permanent D-ring 5000 lb tie-off
- Rotatable rail member brackets with vise clamping
- Braced base plate for maximum support
- Use with SAPS Spider Anchor or SAPS Dualie Anchor®

**PART NO.** | **SIZE** | **DESCRIPTION**
--- | --- | ---
SAP21D | 2' 0.5" H | 21 Inch Guardrail with D-Ring 5000 lb point of tie-off
SAP42D | 3' 9.5" H | 42 Inch Guardrail with D-Ring 5000 lb point of tie-off
SAP60D | 5' 3.5" H | 60 Inch Guardrail with D-Ring 5000 lb point of tie-off
SAPS Spider Anchor | 6" - 24" H | Guardrail anchor embed
SAPS Dualie Anchor® | 5" - 24" H | Guardrail dual anchor embed
SAPS Toeboard 10 Inch | 10" W x 10" D | Toeboard attachment for SAP21D & SAP42D
SAPS Toeboard 14 Inch | 14" W x 14" D | Toeboard attachment for SAP60D